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Systematic Theology, Volume 2
The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity: Processions
and Persons
KATHERINE SONDEREGGER

Dogmatics for a New Millennium

$49.00
9781451482850
Jacketed Hardcover

Katherine Sonderegger follows her monumental volume on the
doctrine of God with this second entry of her Systematic Theology,
which explores the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Locating her
analysis first in the Hebrew Scriptures, Sonderegger examines the
thrice-holy God that is proclaimed to Isaiah in the sanctuary and
manifested in the sacrifice of the temple. The book of Leviticus,
read in conversation with Exodus, unfolds the doctrine of the Trinity
under the character of holiness. In the One God, Trinity speaks
of the life, movement, and self-offering of God, who is the eternal
procession of goodness and light. In Israel’s sacrificial covenant, the
Triune God is perfect self-offering: the eternal descent of the Father
of Lights is the offering who is Son, eternally received and hallowed
in the one who is Spirit. Anchoring the theology of the Trinity in
Israel’s Scriptures in this way elevates the processions over the
persons, exploring the mystery of the Divine Life as holy, rational,
and good. The Divine Persons, named in the New Testament,
cannot be defined but may be glimpsed in the notion of perfection, a
complete and perfect infinite set. In all these ways, the Holy Trinity
may be praised as the deep reality of the life of God.

Coming November 3, 2020

KATHERINE SONDEREGGER is the William Meade
Professor of Theology at Virginia Theological Seminary in Alexandria,
Virginia. She is the author of That Jesus Christ Was Born a Jew: Karl
Barth’s “Doctrine of Israel” (1992). She resides in Alexandria, Virginia.

540 pages

Also Available:
Systematic Theology,
Volume 1: The
Doctrine of God
9781451482843

Katherine Sonderegger is one of the freshest
and most distinctive voices in contemporary
systematic theology, bringing together Scripture
and trinitarian dogmatics in unpredictable ways.
She is learned, robust, lyrical, challenging. Her
writing not only stimulates the mind; it also stirs
the spirit and touches the heart.
—WA LTE R M OB E R LY,
Durham University
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Q&A with Katherine Sonderegger
with Ryan Hemmer, Acquisitions Editor of theology, culture,
biblical studies, ethics, and philosophy

What did you learn writing volume 1 that
helped you in writing volume 2?
As I worked away at the first volume, I came to see that
my time at prayer, especially with Holy Scripture, was as
important—as formative and instructive—to a systematics
as is historical and conceptual analysis of texts. I came to
trust that insight more and more as I worked on volume 2.
As with the Attributes, Trinitarian theology is exposed to
technical problems and puzzle cases right from the starting
gate. Prayerful devotion to these loci taught me to look for
something deeper, something ethical and spiritually rich, that
perhaps I might point to through my own writing.

What surprised you as you researched and
wrote?
Two developments caught me unaware: my surprising
openness to the Vestigium Trinitatis; and my deep affiliation
with St. Bonaventure. As I worked on the architecture of the
volume, I became increasingly convinced that a certain form
of intellectual defense of the dogma needed to be made in our
time. I suggest a sturdy, metaphysical proposal, one straightforwardly speculative in nature. It is a form of the venerable
Vestigium that can be uncovered in our conception of reality
itself—in problems of individuation and of kinds, of notions
of identity and distinction, in the very idea of the good. In
all this conceptual work, I discovered a deep affinity to the
Trinitarian theology of Bonaventure. These were wonderful
surprises!

What were your biggest challenges?
I was convinced early on that St. Thomas was right to begin
Trinitarian theology with the Divine Processions, and to
distinguish the Eternal Processions from the temporal
Missions. But how would it be possible to exhibit this
scholastic insight in its proper Biblical form? My conviction
is that Scripture teaches the Dogma of Trinity, and indeed
teaches it in the Old Testament. I argue in this volume that
the Temple cultus as developed in the Book of Leviticus is

the bedrock of the Christian Doctrine of the Holy Trinity.
Such a view, certainly, presents its own challenges! Chief
among these is the very great fear that such an exegesis will
be crassly supersessionist to the People Israel and appear to
colonize the Scriptures of Israel for exclusive Christian use.

Why systematics?
Since the major systematicians of the last generation have
completed their work, theologians have dedicated themselves
to careful ground clearing, methodological investigation, and
focused studies of figures and movements, each critical in
their own day. Christian theology requires careful analytic
work; I agree. But it also requires boldness. The great
confidence our ancestors exhibited when they undertook
large scale dogmatic work is a virtue I hope we can kindle
and light afresh in our time. We live in an oddly deflationary
age, one in which “grand theory” is thought archaic and
the larger moral and metaphysical questions about reality
itself considered suspect, hegemonic, incoherent. I believe
theology is called to resist such dissipated and truncated
sketches of the creaturely lot. Systematic theology simply
replies to that Divine call.

What advice do you have for readers opening
that first page?
Most Christians who turn to a treatise on the Dogma of the
Trinity will expect a catalogue of technical terms, the history
of their usage, the dangers one might fall into when taking
up these tools, and the proper way to speak of the Living
God as Triune Mystery. This is not that kind of book. This
book, rather, is an attempt to speak of the Inner Life of God
out of the practice, language, and Scriptural prescriptions
about sacrifice. This book begins with the confidence that
the Processional Life of God—God A Se—is laid down
in the pattern of Holy Writ, and attempts to follow this
pattern as it unfolds a Trinity of Self-Offering and Spiritual
Consummation. I suppose this is just to say: Prepare to cross
unfamiliar terrain when you turn that first page!
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Tribe
Why Do All Our Friends Look Just Like Us?
SANDRA MAYES UNGER

Confronting social segregation with honesty,
humor, and hope
Tribe explores the issues of reciprocity in cross-race and crossclass relationships using stories, narrative, and sociological
insights and perspectives derived from urban fieldwork and the
author’s own life. The volume examines the social and structural
barriers to the formation of these kinds of relationships, as well
as the transformations that can take place as these barriers are
overcome. Stories, interviews, and empirically driven narratives
are interwoven with theory from the fields of adult education,
economics, sociology, ethics, theology, and history.

$24.00
9781506446264
Paperback
September 29, 2020
262 pages

After exploring the barriers to the formation of these relationships
and the potential of adults for learning new ways of thinking
and being, the book makes the case that there are communal
and individual benefits to these relationships that far outweigh
the difficulties in forming them. The book is set up to answer
the questions “Why does it matter if all my friends look just like
me?” and “How do I leave behind a siloed existence to live a fully
transformational and socially aware life?”

SANDRA MAYES UNGER is executive director of The Lift
Community Development Corporation and a consultant at the
Woodland Hills Church in St. Paul, Minnesota.

The deeply personal framework of Tribe, combined with Unger’s ironic wit and self-effacing humor,
make this one of the most informative, enjoyable, poignant, convicting, and humor-filled books on racism
and classism you’re likely to ever read! If the racial and socioeconomic divide in our country and within
the American church bothers you (and it should), I strongly recommend you read this powerful book!
—GREG B OY D, Senior Pastor, Woodland Hills Church and author of Inspired Imperfection: How the Bible’s Problems
Enhance Its Divine Authority

In this carefully crafted book, Unger uncovers the major obstacles to building bridges of human
relationships “between tribes” and offers strategies to overcome those obstacles. Tribe should
particularly appeal to theologians, educators, leaders, sociologists, and those who wish to embrace
our global kinship in Christ.
—J E AN -PAU L B O N GIL A , University of St. Thomas
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A Nonviolent Theology of Love
Peacefully Confessing the Apostles Creed
SHARON L. BAKER PUT T

Rethinking the nature of God through the lens of
nonviolence
The impetus behind the ease with which the church has periodically
justified violent behavior lies in its conceptual image of God as a
violent deity. This book emerges out of a passion to think differently
—albeit biblically—about the character of God and articulates a
theological construction of a nonviolent God—an alternative to
any image of God that seems to condone human violence. It calls
the church to rethink theology as something other than what might
be termed “redemptive violence” and encourages Christians to
reinterpret Scripture and traditional theological beliefs in ways that
are more faithful to the God disclosed in Jesus of Nazareth.

$26.00
9781506424934
Paperback
February 2, 2021
325 pages

Students of theology need a fresh glimpse of the love, mercy, and
redemptive power of God through Jesus. As this book follows the
structure of the Apostles’ Creed through the various theological
topics, it reminds Christians to share in God’s desires for peace and
love and to recommit themselves to the call of God to be ministers of
reconciliation and lovers of both neighbors and enemies, even while,
at times, responding to violence with nonviolent resistance.

SHARON L. BAKER PUT T is professor of theology and
religion at Messiah College, Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. She is
the author of several books that help scholars and students rethink
Christian doctrine in fresh, new ways, including Executing God (2013).

The purpose of theology is to help the church
live out our faith, and this work wonderfully
explores the spiritual and ethical dimensions
of Christian beliefs.
—J OH N SA N DE RS,
Hendrix College
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Women with 2020 Vision
American Theologians on the Voice, Vote, and
Vision of Women
JEANNE STEVENSON-MOESSNER (editor)
Contributions by: Teresa Jefferson-Snorton, Kimberly Detherage, Carol
Lakota Eastin, Michelle Oberwise Lacock, Insook Lee, Barbara McClure,
Francesca Debora Nuzzolese, Sophia Park, Judith Roberts, Mary J.
Streufert, Beth Toler, Angelique Walker-Smith

A look back by today’s religious leaders at the
historic moment in history when women got the
right to vote
Women haven’t always had the right to vote. From such diverse
voices as John Stuart Mill and Cokie Roberts, the absolute
right of both women and men to vote has been affirmed. And
yet, resistance to women’s suffrage even by women themselves
has a long and painful history. In this exciting volume, thirteen
theologians and religious leaders in America look back at the
historic victory in 1920 when women in the United States won the
right to vote. They then assess the current situation and speak into
the future.
$29.00
9781506468136
Paperback
October 6, 2020

Women with 2020 Vision: American Theologians on the Voice,
Vote, and Vision of Women commemorates the one hundredth
anniversary of women in the United States obtaining the right to
vote, a story that must be told and retold and reflected upon in light
of the current sociopolitical-theological realities.

280 pages

JEANNE STEVENSON-MOESSNER is professor of
pastoral care at Southern Methodist University and Perkins School
of Theology in Dallas, Texas. She is editor of two pioneering books
in pastoral care, Through the Eyes of Women: Insights for Pastoral
Care and Women in Travail and Transition: A New Pastoral Care, and
is author of In Her Own Time: Women and Developmental Issues in
Pastoral Care and A Primer on Pastoral Care.

Women with 2020 Vision celebrates memories of courageous and faithful achievement one
hundred years ago even while shining light on the shadow side of the movement—embedded
racism, blind eyes to indigenous struggle, distortion of Christian witness. It points our gaze
toward the work needed now to overcome similarly rooted evils: trafficking, voter suppression,
hunger, and family separation. And it shows us a way forward, sparking in us hope that the
journey, though long, does indeed bend toward justice.
—R EV. D R. SH ARO N WAT KI N S, former president, National Council of Churches
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Q&A with Jeanne Stevenson-Moessner
with Will Bergkamp, VP & Publisher

As the volume editor, what are one or two
of the highlights in the volume?
Women with 2020 Vision will take you on a pilgrimage that
will surely induce feelings of awe, horror, and hope as the
chapters help you look backward at a victory won in 1920
and forward to an expansive application of this triumph.
In the social, political, and cultural cacophony of 2020,
we need these prophetic voices and lived experiences
of the suffragettes. We also need the prognostic voices
of Michelle Oberwise Lacock and Carol Lakota Eastin
not only to document the influence of Native women
on the suffragettes, but to expose current justice issues
that concern Native American women. We require the
honesty of Kimberly Detherage that “Black people did
not fully secure the right to vote until the Civil Rights Act
of 1965” and still face voter suppression today. Bishop
Teresa Jefferson-Snorton describes watching her sixtyfive-year-old grandmother with a third-grade education
walk down the county road to the polling place for the first
time: “In November 1965, she placed her purse on her arm
and her hat on her head and, wearing her ‘Sunday dress’
proudly, went to the polls to cast her ballot.” These tiny but
transformative narratives permeate the book.

What did you learn from your colleagues in
this volume that was new or unexpected?
My colleagues in this book educated me on the scope of
the work yet to be done in 2020, following this victory in

				

1920. Through the eyes of Sophia Park, Insook Lee, and
Francesca Nuzzolese, I became increasing aware of the
vulnerability of Asian American women, women in forced
separation from their children, women existing within a
Confucian framework of mores, and women caught in
sex trafficking. As the book chapters grew, so did my
awareness of the racism and classism involved in the 19th
century and early 20th century women’s movement. The
work toward justice that we inherited from the early
suffragettes continues.

What are your hopes for readers? What do
you want them to do after they've finished?
My aspiration is that readers hold on to the history of
women’s suffrage lest we lose our grip on both present
affairs and our grasp of an equitable future government.
Judith Roberts and Mary J. Streufert offer a case study of
hope as they delineate the advances made toward justice
in one organization, the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America. Angelique Walker-Smith illustrates how PanAfrican Women use not only their votes but their voices to
end hunger and poverty.
My hope is that you as reader will sense the presence of
those who fought for you to exercise your power and your
birthright to vote, will join the momentum for equal rights,
and will always remember: we will not be defeated.
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The Challenge of History
Readings in Modern Theology
CHRISTOPHE CHAL AME T

The story of modern theology in the words of
those who wrote it
The advent of the modern, historical, and critical methods of
reading Scripture is one of the most significant events in the
last five hundred years of Christian history and theology. The
Challenge of History traces the trajectory of this development,
presenting key readings from over thirty-five theologians—from
Erasmus to Ellacuría—whose writings relate to the birth of
modern historical and critical exegesis and, more broadly, to the
emergence, among theologians and biblical scholars, of a certain
historical consciousness that characterizes vast segments of
modernity. Informative introductions, readable translations, and
an ecumenically and geographically diverse selection of readings
make this volume an ideal textbook for studying one of the most
important topics in modern theology.

$44.00
9781451499766
Paperback
April 7, 2020
270 pages

CHRISTOPHE CHAL AME T is professor of systematic
theology at the University of Geneva. He is the author of
Revivalism and Social Christianity: The Prophetic Faith of Henri Nick
and André Trocmé (2013) and Dialectical Theologians: Wilhelm
Herrmann, Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann (2005), as well as
numerous published articles and essays. He lives in Geneva,
Switzerland.

The Challenge of History shows how Jewish, Protestant, and Roman Catholic theologians developed
the historical approach to the Bible and why critical thinking continues to be an indispensable tool
for resolving religious disputes today.
—CH RI ST I N E H E L ME R , Northwestern University

Christophe Chalamet has edited a book that will be indispensable to those studying modern
historical thought across the disciplines, as well as to those teaching it.
—J O H AN N ES Z ACHH UB E R , University of Oxford
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The Art of Living for A Technological Age
ASHLEY JOHN MOYSE

How to be human in the midst of the technology boom
The Art of Living for A Technological Age sketches the crisis of our late modern age, where
persons are enamored by the promises of progress and disciplined to form by the power
of technology—the ontology of our age. Yet, it also offers a response, attending to
those performative activities, educative and transformative social practices that might
allow us to live humanly and bear witness to human being (becoming) for a technological
age. As such, it is an outstanding example of the goals and outcomes of the Dispatches
series, the individual volumes of which draw on diverse theological resources in order to
offer urgent responses to contemporary crises. Authors in the series introduce succinct
and provocative arguments intended to provoke dialogue and exchange of ideas, while
setting in relief the implications of theology for political and moral life.

$18.00
9781506431635

ASHLEY JOHN MOYSE is the McDonald Postdoctoral Fellow in Christian
Ethics and Public Life at Christ Church, University of Oxford. He is also a research
associate at Vancouver School of Theology at the University of British Columbia.
He is the author of Reading Karl Barth, Interrupting Moral Technique, Transforming
Biomedical Ethics and has coedited several volumes, including Correlating Sobornost:
Conversations between Karl Barth and the Russian Orthodox Tradition (Fortress, 2016),
Kenotic Ecclesiology: Select Writings of Donald M. MacKinnon (Fortress, 2016), and
Treating the Body in Medicine and Religion: Jewish, Christian, and Islamic Perspectives.

Paperback
February 23, 2021
225 pages

A must-read for anyone interested in humanizing our world today.
—J E N S Z I M M E RM AN N , J. I. Packer Professor of Theology, Regent College

Also Available:

Theology, Comedy, Politics
9781506431628

Theology and the Globalized
Present: Feasting in the Future
of God

Political Orthodoxies: The
Unorthodoxies of the Church
Coerced

9781506431611

9781506431604

				

The End Is Not Yet: Standing
Firm in Apocalyptic Times
9781506431574
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Law and Theology

Classic Questions and Contemporary
Perspectives
David W. Opderbeck
$34.99 | 9781506434322

God Is Greater

Theology for the World
Antje Jackelén
$15.99 | 9781506460512

Activist Theology
Robyn Henderson-Espinoza
$21.99 | 9781506424644
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The Mystery of God and Suffering
Lament, Trust, and Awe
Kenneth R. Overberg
$24.00 | 9781506440040

THEOLOGY / ETHICS

Shaking the Gates of Hell

Becoming Like Creoles

Sharon Delgado

Curtiss Paul DeYoung (lead author), Jacqueline J. Lewis,
Micky ScottBey Jones, Robyn Afrik, Sarah Thompson
Nahar, Sindy Morales Garcia, and ‘Iwalani Ka’ai

Faith-Led Resistance to Corporate
Globalization, Second Edition
$21.00 | 9781506432847

Living and Leading at the Intersections of Injustice,
Culture, and Religion

$20.00 | 9781506455563

Reinhold Niebuhr in the 1960s
Christian Realism for a Secular Age
Ronald H. Stone
$34.00 | 9781506446240

				

Blessed Are the Peacemakers

Pacifism, Just War, and Peacebuilding
Lisa Sowle Cahill
$34.00 | 9781506431659
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God–The World’s Future

Systematic Theology

Creative Exchange

Ted Peters

Francis Schüssler Fiorenza and John
P. Gavin

Victor Anderson

$49.00 | 9781451482225

Coming Full Circle

Constructive Theology

Steven Charleston and Elaine A.
Robinson

Serene Jones and Paul Lakeland

Jason A. Wyman Jr.

$49.00 | 9780800636838

$34.00 | 9781506418605

Systematic Theology for a New Era,
Third Edition

Constructing Native Christian
Theology

$39.00 | 9781451487985

Roman Catholic Perspectives,
Second Edition

$49.00 | 9780800662912

A Contemporary Approach to
Classical Themes
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A Constructive Theology of African
American Religious Experience
$23.00 | 9780800662554

Constructing Constructive
Theology
An Introductory Sketch

THEOLOGY / ETHICS

How To Think Theologically
Third Edition

Howard W. Stone and James O.
Duke
$19.00 | 9780800699321

Bible and Ethics in the
Christian Life

Joy Unspeakable

Bruce C. Birch, Jacqueline E.
Lapsley, Cynthia Moe-Lobeda, and
Larry L. Rasmussen

Barbara A. Holmes

A New Conversation

Contemplative Practices of the Black
Church, Second Edition
$29.00 | 9781506421612

$39.00 | 9780800697617

Intersectional Theology
An Introductory Guide

Grace Ji-Sun Kim and Susan M.
Shaw
$29.00 | 9781506446097

Foundational Theology

A New Approach to Catholic
Fundamental Theology
Neil Ormerod and Christiaan JacobsVandegeer

The Prophetic Imagination
40th Anniversary Edition
Walter Brueggemann
$19.00 | 9781506449302

$44.00 | 9781451480412
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Racism, Religion, and Responsibility
The murder of George Floyd and demonstrations that have followed in its wake expose white people's complicity
in and ignorance of what it is like to be Black in America. As teachers, researchers, and scholars, we have a
professional and moral obligation to commit our time, attention, and resources to understanding racist systems
and forging solidarity with those suffering in them. We must take responsibility for ourselves and our students. To
that end, Fortress Press highlights these books by influential African American theologians and thinkers. It isn’t a
comprehensive bibliography. But it is a place to begin.

Enfleshing Freedom
Body, Race, and Being
M. Shawn Copeland
$24.00 | 9780800662745

Racial Purity and Dangerous Bodies
Moral Pollution, Black Lives, and the
Struggle for Justice
Rima Vesely-Flad
$34.00 | 9781506420493
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Black Suffering

Silent Pain, Hidden Hope
James Henry Harris
$24.99 | 9781506464381

THEOLOGY / ETHICS

Witnessing and Testifying

Black Women, Religion, and Civil Rights
Rosetta E. Ross
$26.00 | 9780800636036

Empowerment Ethics for a
Liberated People
A Path to African American
Social Transformation
Cheryl J. Sanders

Down in the Valley

An Introduction to African American
Religious History
Julius H. Bailey
$39.00 | 9781451497038

$17.00 | 9780800629175

Liberating Visions

We Have Been Believers

The Death of Race

Robert Michael Franklin

James H. Evans Jr., Stephen G.
Ray Jr. (editor)

Brian Bantum

Human Fulfillment and Social Justice
in African-American Thought
$23.00 | 9780800623920

An African American Systematic
Theology, Second Edition

$29.00 | 9780800698782

				

Building a New Christianity in a
Racial World
$16.99 | 9781506408880
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Christian Understandings of Christ
The Historical Trajectory
DAVID H. JENSEN

Seeing the contours of Christian thought
about Christ
Throughout the two-thousand-year span of Christian history, believers in
Jesus have sought to articulate their faith and their understanding of how
God works in the world. How do we, as we examine the vast and varied
output of those who came before us, understand the unity and the diversity of
their thinking? How do we make sense of our own thought in light of theirs?
In this insightful volume, David H. Jensen offers an engaging tour through
more than two millennia of thought on Christ. Starting with the New
Testament, Jensen outlines the myriad beliefs, developments, and questions
encompassing the attempts to understand Christianity’s most central—
and most mysterious—figure. From the patristic portrayals to medieval
Christology, from the Reformation to the Enlightenment, and into the twentyfirst century and beyond, Jensen presents a helpful and needed guide.
$24.00

DAVID H. JENSEN is academic dean and the Clarence N. and Betty B.

9781451482768

Frierson Distinguished Chair of Reformed Theology at Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary.

Paperback
April 2, 2019
300 pages

The number, range, and variety of Christologies presented here from around the globe are
amazing. If you’ve ever wondered what Christians have thought of Jesus, this book is for you.
—D O N SCH W E I T Z E R , St. Andrew’s College, Saskatoon

Also Available:
Christian
Understandings
of Creation

Christian
Understandings
of Evil

Christian
Understandings
of the Trinity

Christian
Understandings
of the Future

9781451482874

9781451484557

9781451479959

9781451484571
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The Bible
An Introduction, Third Edition
JER RY L. SUMNEY

A look inside the world of the Bible
What is the Bible? How did it get to us? Why are translations so
different? And what influence has the Bible had on culture? From
its very first pages, The Bible: An Introduction, Third Edition, offers
clear answers to the most basic questions that first-time students
and curious inquirers bring to the Bible.

January 5, 2021

Without presuming either prior knowledge of the Bible or a
particular attitude toward it, Jerry L. Sumney uses straightforward
language to lead the reader on an exploration of the Bible’s
contents and the history of its writings, showing how critical
methods help readers understand what they find in the Bible. Filled
with maps, charts, illustrations, and color photographs to enhance
the student’s experience with the text, this third edition offers a
number of revisions and a new section on the deuterocanonical
books. Neither polemical nor apologetic, The Bible presents the
biblical writings as the efforts of men and women in the past to
understand their lives and their world in light of the ways they
understood the divine.

▴

JER RY L. SUMNEY is professor of biblical studies at

$59.00
9781506466781
Paperback
450 pages ▴

Denotes short discount

Lexington Theological Seminary. He is the author of Colossians: A
Commentary (2008) and Identifying Paul’s Opponents (1990). He
is also the editor of Reading Romans (2012) and the coeditor of
Theology and Ethics in Paul and His Interpreters (1996) and Paul and
Pathos (2006).

In my classes, I have found The Bible: An Introduction to be an ideal gateway into the study of the Bible.
It covers the breadth of the Bible in ways that honor the historical settings in which the biblical authors
wrote and in which Israel and the church formed the biblical tradition. It respects the different kinds and
functions of literature in the Bible. Best of all, it identifies the distinct theological voices in the Bible and
helps students bring those voices into conversation. The volume is enhanced by illuminating graphs,
charts, timelines, and pictures—many of them taken by the author in the Bible lands. From start to
finish, the volume is written in language that is immediately accessible.
—RO N ALD J . ALL E N , emeritus professor, Christian Theological Seminary
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BIBLICAL

A critical and historical
commentary on the Bible

The Hermeneia commentary series seeks to offer authoritative interpretation of the earliest texts
of the biblical books and other literature closely related to the Bible. Hermeneia is designed to be
a critical and historical commentary to the Bible without arbitrary limits in size or scope.
R EC E N T VO LU M ES I N C LU D E :
Jubilees
James C. VanderKam
9780800660352
$89.00

2 Chronicles
Ralph W. Klein
9780800660963
$49.00

Philippians
Paul A. Holloway
9780800660963
$49.00

Luke 3
François Bovon
9780800697600
$65.00

First Isaiah
J. J. M. Roberts
9780800660802
$69.00

2 Maccabees
Robert Doran
9780800660505
$65.00

Luke 2
François Bovon
9780800697594
$69.00

Psalms 3
Frank Lothar Hossfeld
Erich Zenger
9780800607623
$69.00

1 Enoch 2
George W. E. Nicklesburg
James C. VanderKam
9780800698379
$82.00
The Odes of Solomon
Machael Lattke
9780800660567
$84.00
Acts
Richard I. Pervo
9780800660451
$85.00
Mark
Adela Yarbro Collins
9780800660789
$90.00
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Matthew 1-7
Ulrich Luz
9780800660994
$75.00
Romans
Robert Jewett
9780800660840
$90.00
1 Chronicles
Ralph W. Klein
9780800660857
$56.00
Matthew 21-28
Ulrich Luz
9780800637705
$90.00

Psalms 2
Frank Lothar Hossfeld
Erich Zenger
9780800660611
$75.00
Qoheleth
Thomas Krüger
9780800660369
$55.00
Judith
Lawrence M. Wills
9780800661052
$79.00
Proverbs 1-15
Bernd U. Schipper
9780800660673
$69.00

BIBLICAL STUDIES
STUDIES
BIBLICAL

Hermeneia Translations
Jubilees

The Hermeneia Translation
JAMES C. VANDERKAM
The book of Jubilees was written by a Jewish author in the second century BCE.
Although no original copies of the manuscript remain, the fragments from the
Dead Sea Scrolls confirmed the general accuracy of later copies and suggested
important amendments. The text retraces the book of Genesis and parts of
Exodus and thus is one of the earliest sustained commentaries on the narratives
presented in those texts. The translation in this volume is drawn from the
author’s monumental two-volume work in the Hermeneia commentary series
and takes into account all of the textual data now available. The translation is
accompanied by carefully selected notes that illuminate the text and is ideal for
classroom use.
$19.00
9781506467030
Paperback
September 1, 2020
160 pages

1 Enoch

The Hermeneia Translation
GEORGE W. E. NICKLESBURG, JAMES C. VANDERKAM
1 Enoch was an important and popular text in ancient Judaism, well attested
among the manuscripts at Qumran, and a key piece of the puzzle of the
development of early Judaism and Christian origins. George W. E. Nickelsburg
and James C. VanderKam have now revised their translation in conjunction
with their publication of the complete two volumes on 1 Enoch in the
Hermeneia commentary series. This is the only English translation of 1 Enoch
that takes into consideration all of the textual data now available in the Ethiopic
version and the Greek texts, in addition to the Dead Sea Aramaic fragments.

$18.00
9780800699109
Paperback
October 1, 2012
184 pages
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Using Our Outside Voice
Public Biblical Interpretation
GREG CAREY

Understanding the Bible in the public square
In Using Our Outside Voice, Greg Carey contends that responsible
public biblical interpretation requires the ability to enter a
conversation about the Bible, to understand the various arguments
in play, and to offer informed opinions that others can understand.
This role demands not only basic knowledge but also identifiable
skills, habits, and dispositions. Carey does not suggest that public
interpreters of the Bible are more insightful or more correct
than are other people. But public biblical interpretation involves
participating in reasoned conversations about the Bible and its
significance.

$29.00
9781451496338
Paperback
May 5, 2020
192 pages

People appeal to the Bible for all sorts of reasons. The work of
public biblical interpretation involves a level of accountability,
both scholarly and moral. Carey encourages interpreters to
develop proficiency in historical, cultural, and literary modes
of interpretation as well as to cultivate familiarity with a broad
range of interpretive options, including those from diverse
cultural locations and historical points of view. Many interpreters
work within the context of particular faith traditions and
are accountable for engaging those traditions in meaningful,
constructive ways. Public interpreters also are accountable for the
ethical implications of their work.
Using Our Outside Voice is ideal for students in biblical studies and
those who teach, preach, and interpret the Bible.

GREG CAREY is professor of New Testament at Lancaster
Theological Seminary and author of Sinners: Jesus and His Earliest
Followers (2009), among other books, and coeditor of Vision and
Persuasion: Rhetorical Dimensions of Apocalyptic Discourse (1999).
Carey resides in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

This is a splendid, accessible survey of how scholarship illuminates the Bible. It’s also an
impassioned appeal, urging anyone who reads and interprets Scripture to expand their
perspectives, examine their presuppositions, and learn from others. No matter who you are,
whether you’ve never consulted a footnote in a study Bible or you’ve earned a degree in
biblical studies, you’re going to learn something new and useful here.
—M AT T H E W L. SKI N N E R, professor of New Testament, Luther Seminary
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Called into the Mission of God
A Missional Reading of Paul’s Thessalonian
Correspondence
ROJI T. GEORGE

A fresh view of Paul, applicable for today
In Called into the Mission of God, Roji George argues that Paul’s
primary interest was neither doctrinal teaching nor the articulation
of an anti-imperial discourse. Instead, he contends that amid the
many problems that faced the local Thessalonian community—
problems arising out of eschatological fears, ethical difficulties
in the community, and persecution from outside groups—Paul
brought primarily a missional concern to impart ethical exhortation
and eschatological teaching in a political language. The book
will be helpful to theologians, scholars, teachers, and students
grappling with the message of Paul in his own time and in ours.
Called into the Mission of God represents an increasing commitment
on the part of Fortress Press to support the wide dissemination of
the best theological and biblical writing by the best scholars from
the Global South.

$29.00
9781506433653
Paperback
November 3, 2020
280 pages

ROJI T. GEORGE is professor of New Testament, head
of the New Testament department, and dean of students at
SAIACS, Bangalore, India. He is an ordained minister of the
Indian Pentecostal Church of God in India and is the author of
Paul’s Identity in Galatians: A Postcolonial Appraisal (2016) and A
Commentary on Philippians (2019), among many other works.

As the discipline of missional hermeneutics begins to explode, it is exciting to see this careful,
perceptive study of the Thessalonian correspondence that is sensitive to the letters’ original purposes
and sharply focused on mission. Roji T. George’s groundbreaking work speaks both from and to
the Indian context. But it also addresses the global church, highlighting the missional implications—
especially among the marginalized and in the context of oppressive political power—of the church’s
public, cruciform, risk-taking identity that participates in the mission of the Triune God. I highly
recommend this important book to scholars and practitioners alike.
—MI C H AE L J . G O R M AN , Raymond E. Brown Professor of Biblical Studies and Theology,
St. Mary’s Seminary & University

Writing from outside the bubble of the global West, Roji T. George successfully applies a recently
developed missional hermeneutic to the eschatological confusion addressed by Paul in his first letter to
the Thessalonians. The results prove helpful for both the church and the academy.
—JA MES MI LLE R, professor of inductive Bible study and New Testament, Asbury Theological Seminary
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Introduction to the Hebrew Bible
John J. Collins’s Introduction to the Hebrew Bible is one of the most reliable and widely adopted critical textbooks at
undergraduate and graduate levels alike, and for good reason. Enriched by decades of classroom teaching, it is aimed explicitly
at motivated students, regardless of their previous exposure to the Bible or their faith commitments. The approach is
ecumenical, in the sense that it seeks not to impose any particular theological perspective but to provide information and raise
questions that should be relevant to any student.

The Torah/Pentateuch
$29.00 | 9781506446417
200 pages

▴

The Deuteronomistic
History
$29.00 | 9781506446431
156 pages

▴

Prophecy

The Writings

$29.00 | 9781506446455

$29.00 | 9781506446479

188 pages

▴

216 pages ▴

Introduction to the Hebrew Bible
Third Edition
JOHN J. COLLINS

A leading introduction to the Hebrew Bible
Collins proceeds through the canon of the Old Testament and the Apocrypha,
judiciously presenting the current state of historical, archaeological, and literary
understandings of the biblical text, and engaging the student in questions of
significance and interpretation for the contemporary world.
The third edition is presented in a new and engaging format with new maps and
images. An index has been added to the volume for the first time.
$69.00
9781506445984
Paperback
April 1, 2018

JOHN J. COLLINS is Holmes Professor of Old Testament Criticism and
Interpretation at Yale Divinity School and author of many works, including, from
Fortress Press, Encounters with Biblical Theology (2005), Does the Bible Justify
Violence? (2004), and Daniel (Hermeneia, 1994).

622 pages ▴

▴

Denotes short discount
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A Short Introduction to the
Hebrew Bible
Third Edition
JOHN J. COLLINS
This more compact version of Collins’s renowned Introduction to the Hebrew Bible
is combined with even more student-friendly features, including charts, maps,
photographs, chapter summaries, and bibliographies for further reading.

$49.00
9781506445991
Paperback
April 1, 2018
376 pages ▴

▴

Denotes short discount

The Hebrew Bible
Feminist and Intersectional Perspectives
GALE A. YEE (editor)
This volume highlights key issues in the Hebrew Scriptures from the
perspective of top feminist biblical scholars. The book focuses on historical
critical and literary textual analysis and exegesis as viewed through feminist
and intersectional interpretive lenses. Intersectional lenses include racial/
ethnic, class, Global South, and postcolonial perspectives and their
interconnections with gender. The essays have been created for students
who may be encountering feminist and intersectional biblical scholarship
for the first time. Contributors include Gale A. Yee, Carolyn J. Sharp,
Vanessa Lovelace, Corrine L. Carvalho, Melody D. Knowles, and Judy
Fentress-Williams.

GALE A. YEE is Nancy W. King Professor Emerita of Episcopal
$19.00

Divinity School.

9781506425481
Paperback
April 1, 2018
183 pages ▴
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Fortress Introduction to the Gospels,
Second Edition

Atlas of the Biblical World

Mark Allen Powell

$24.00 | 9781506401263

$25.00 | 9781451485257 ▴
▴

Mark Vitalis Hoffman and Robert A. Mullins

Denotes short discount

Word of Life

Anatomy of the New Testament,
8th Edition

Timothy J. Wengert

C. Clifton Black, D. Moody Smith,
and Robert A. Spivey

Introducing Lutheran Hermeneutics
$29.00 | 9781506402826

$49.00 | 9781506457116 ▴
▴

Denotes short discount
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INSIGHTS
READING THE BIBLE in the 21ST CENTURY

Insights from Reading the Bible with
the Poor
CRYSTAL L. HALL

Practical and provocative guide to studying the Bible
through the eyes of the poor
Insights from Reading the Bible with the Poor provides a spirited introduction to
methodologies and strategies for reading the Bible “from below”—from the back
of what used to be church sanctuaries, from basements, from sidewalks. Drawing
on the lineage of various methods of reading the Bible with the poor, the book
invites poverty and biblical study into dialogue with real-world organizing to
seek justice for those most often treated as “Other.” The reading process occurs
among the intersections of the “hermeneutical triangle” of reality, the Bible, and
community.
This book is for anyone curious about how to use the Bible as a resource for
liberation. It is for faith leaders and community organizers, as much as it is for
biblical scholars, because it draws on experiences at the intersections of academia,
the church, and communities of organized struggle. It is written with an eye
toward praxis, as the author shares her own experience with the hope that space
will be created for others to reflect on their own contexts.

$29.00
9781506402789
Paperback
October 1, 2019
138 pages

CRYSTAL L. HALL is an assistant professor of biblical studies at United
Lutheran Seminary. Her research and teaching focus on Bible and justice with the
human Other alongside the call to justice with Earth as Other. Her book From
Cosmos to New Creation: A Call to Justice with Earth in Galatians is forthcoming.

This is no armchair speculation. This is liberative praxis.
—R I CH ARD A. H O RSL E Y, author of Jesus and Empire and Covenant Economics

Also Available:
Insights
from Cultural
Anthropology

Insights from
Archaeology

Karl Allen Kuhn

9781506400143

9781506400150

				

David A. Fiensy

Insights
from African
American
Interpretation

Insights from
Performance
Criticism

Mitzi J. Smith

9781506400167

9781506400174

Peter S. Perry
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The Writings of the New
Testament

Telling Tales about Jesus

The New Testament

Third Edition

An Introduction to the New
Testament Gospels

Luke Timothy Johnson

Warren Carter

Margret Aymer, Cynthia Briggs
Kittredge, and David A. Sánchez

$55.00 | 9780800663612

$39.00 | 9781451465457

$39.00 | 9780800699178

Paul

The Apostle’s Life, Letters, and
Thought
E. P. Sanders
$39.00 | 9780800629564

Fortress Commentary on the Bible

Documents and Images for the
Study of the Gospels
Third Edition

David R. Cartlidge and David L.
Dungan
$44.00 | 9781451494372
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The Hebrew Bible

The Pentateuch

Christopher D. Stanley

Thomas B. Dozeman

$42.00 | 9780800663476

$49.00 | 9780800699482

Mark A. Leuchter and David T. Lamb

The Old Testament and
Apocrypha

Textual Criticism of the Hebrew
Bible

The Bible as Political Artifact

Third Edition

On the Feminist Study of the Hebrew
Bible

Gale A. Yee, Hugh R. Page Jr., and
Matthew J. M. Coomber

Emanuel Tov

Susanne Scholz

$90.00 | 9780800696641

$39.00 | 9781506420479

A Comparative Approach

Introducing the Torah

Fortress Commentary on the Bible

$49.00 | 9780800699161

				

The Historical Writings

Introducing Israel’s Historical
Literature
$49.00 | 9780800699505
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Fortress Press is pleased to be the distributor of Regnum Books, an imprint of the Oxford
Centre for Mission Studies. Regnum books are the fruit of rigorous research, high international
standards, and Christian engagement with issues of importance to the global church.

Asia’s Forgotten Christian Story
Steve Cochrane
Coming December 2020
9781912343843

Anthology of African
Christianity

World Christianity in Western
Europe

Isabel Apawo Phiri, Dietrich Werner,
Chammah Kaunda, Kennedy Owino
(editors)

Diasporic Identity, Narratives and
Missiology

Coming December 2020
9781911372103
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Coming December 2020
9781913363314
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Christianity and
Cultures
Shaping Christian Thinking in Context

Academic Dean at

Singh and Farr (Eds)

1-870345-69-9

David Emmanuel Singh and
Bernard C. Farr (Eds)

Christianity and Cultures

Christianity and Education

David Singh, Bernard Farr (editors)

David Singh, Bernard Farr (editors)

Coming December 2020
9781870345699

Coming December 2020
9781870345811

Shaping Christian Thinking in Context

Shaping Christian Thinking in Context

Inequality, Corruption
and the Church

Challenges and Opportunities
in the Global Church
Martin Allaby
Coming December 2020
9781908355164

Ministry Across Cultures

Revisioning Christian Unity
The Global Christian Forum

Shaping Christianity in
Greater China

Warren Beattie

Hubert van Beek

Indigenous Christians in Focus

Coming December 2020
9781908355997

Coming December 2020
9781870345743

Paul Woods (editor)

Sharing the Christian Faith in Asia

				

Coming December 2020
9781911372417
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Lutheran
Quar ter ly
Books

Luther’s Outlaw God
Volume 3: Sacraments and God’s Attack on the Promise
STEVEN D. PAULSON
In this third of three volumes addressing Luther’s outlaw God, Steven D. Paulson invites readers
to embark on the deepest, hardest, most glorious of all God’s ways of hiding: God hiding a
third time in the preached word or sacraments. Paulson’s grasp of historical, theological, and
hermeneutical scholarship is on full display in this volume, but always in service of proclamation
of the gospel. Readers and proclaimers: prepare to be provoked, enlightened, and inspired.
$34.00 | 9781506469249 | Paperback | February 16, 2021

Stories from Global Lutheranism
A Historical Timeline
MARTIN J. LOHRMANN
In an engaging and accessible style, Martin J. Lohrmann introduces readers to fascinating
glimpses of faith, courage, and love in action within the global Lutheran community that now
numbers over 70 million members in churches worldwide. This growth matches the expansive
view of the church universal that the Reformers held when they presented the Augsburg
Confession in 1530.
$29.00 | 9781506464572 | Paperback | January 12, 2021

The Augsburg Confession
Renewing Lutheran Faith and Practice
TIMOTHY J. WENGERT
The Augsburg Confession is the single most-important confession of faith among Lutherans
today. By situating both the history and the theology of this document within the practice and
life of faith, Timothy J. Wengert shows just how relevant the Confession’s witness is for today’s
Lutheran parishes and their leaders by unlocking how its articles can shape and strengthen the
church’s witness today.
$29.00 | 9781506432946 | Paperback | September 1, 2020
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Lutheran
Quar ter ly
Books

Luther’s Outlaw God
Volume 2: Hidden in the Cross
STEVEN D. PAULSON
In this second of three volumes addressing Luther’s outlaw God, Steven D. Paulson illustrates
Luther’s understanding of law and gospel and its implications for preaching through an
examination of key biblical figures. The gospel is what freed Luther from thinking of the world
as split into two: an obscure world where law accuses and a magical world where the law blesses.
With remarkable depth and clarity, Paulson explores Luther’s fundamental question: Where do
we find a gracious God? For Luther, such a God is found not in the law but only in the despised
and publicly executed Jesus Christ—God hidden in the cross.
$34.00 | 9781506458533 | Paperback | September 3, 2019

The Essential Forde
Distinguishing Law and Gospel
GERHARD O. FORDE
N I CH O L AS H OPM AN , M A R K C. M AT TES, A N D STE VE N D. PAUL SON (editors)
No twentieth-century American understood Luther’s law-gospel distinction better than Gerhard
O. Forde. This volume collects many of Forde’s most influential writings, which expounded the
meaning of this distinction and explored its theological significance. Each selection contains
relevant historical background, as well as Forde’s unique, contemporary understanding of the
law-gospel distinction and its implications for other theological topics, including death and
resurrection, the bondage of the will, good works, preaching, theological method, and the
sacraments. A comprehensive editorial introduction, including a brief biography of Forde, an
interpretive essay on his writings, and a sketch of his legacy, rounds out this essential tome.
$34.00 | 9781506448343 | Paperback | July 2, 2019

Luther’s Outlaw God
Volume 1: Hiddenness, Evil, and Predestination
STEVEN D. PAULSON
In this first of three volumes addressing Luther’s outlaw God, Steven D. Paulson considers the
two “monsters” of theology, as Luther calls them: evil and predestination. He explores how
these produce fear of God but can also become the great and only comforts of conscience when
a preacher arrives.
Paulson argues that the distinction between God naked/clothed or unpreached/preached
radiates out in all directions for Luther’s theology. Specifically, Paulson takes up the central
question: What is God’s relation to the law? Luther’s answers will change the way you preach.
$34.00 | 9781506432960 | Paperback | September 1, 2018
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DIETRICH
BONHOEFFER
WORKS

Sanctorum Communio
DBW, Volume 1
$25.00 | 9780800696528
Act and Being
DBW, Volume 2
$25.00 | 9780800696535
Creation and Fall
DBW, Volume 3
$25.00 | 9780800683238
Discipleship
DBW, Volume 4
$55.00 | 9780800683047
Life Together and Prayerbook of
the Bible
DBW, Volume 5
$21.00 | 9780800683252
Ethics
DBW, Volume 6
$39.00 | 9780800683269
Fiction from Tegel Prison
DBW, Volume 7
$39.00 | 9780800683078
Letters and Papers from Prison
DBW, Volume 8
$64.00 | 9780800697037

Ecumenical, Academic, and
Pastoral Work, 1931-1932
DBW, Volume 11
$60.00 | 9780800698386
Berlin, 1932-1933
DBW, Volume 12
$55.00 | 9780800683122
London, 1933-1935
DBW, Volume 13
$50.00 | 9780800683139
Theological Education at
Finkenwalde, 1935-1937
DBW, Volume 14
$75.00 | 9780800698393
Theological Education
Underground, 1937-1940
DBW, Volume 15
$60.00 | 9780800698157
Conspiracy and Imprisonment,
1940-1945
DBW, Volume 16
$60.00 | 9780800683160
Indexes and Supplementary
Materials
DBW, Volume 17
$75.00 | 9781451469332

The Young Bonhoeffer, 1918-1927
DBW, Volume 9
$60.00 | 9780800683092
Barcelona, Berlin, New York,
1928-1931
DBW, Volume 10
$60.00 | 9780800683306
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The Collected Sermons
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer

The Collected Sermons
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Edited by Isabel Best

Edited by Victoria J. Barnett

$29.95 | 9780800699048

$29.95 | 9781506433363

Discipleship: Reader’s
Edition

Ethics: Reader’s Edition

Edited by Victoria J. Barnett

$16.99 | 9781506402727

Volume 1

Volume 2

Edited by Victoria J. Barnett

$16.99 | 9781506402703

Letters and Papers from
Prison: Reader’s Edition

Life Together: Reader’s
Edition

Edited by Victoria J. Barnett

Edited by Victoria J. Barnett

$16.99 | 9781506402741

$14.99 | 9781506402765
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Moral Formation and the 		
Virtuous Life
PAUL M. BLOWERS (editor)

Exploring early Christian thinking about morality and ethics
In Moral Formation and the Virtuous Life, volume editor Paul M. Blowers has
translated and gathered several key texts from early Christian sources to explore
the broad themes of moral conscience and ethics. Readers will gain a sense of
how moral formation was part of a process sustained by pastoral instruction and
admonition based on ritual practice (baptism, eucharist, and liturgy) as well as
learned ethical behaviors related to moral issues, such as sexual ethics, marriage and
celibacy, wealth and poverty, pagan entertainment, military service, and more.

PAUL M. BLOWERS is the Dean E. Walker Professor of Church History
at Emmanuel Christian Seminary in Johnson City, Tennessee.
$24.00
9781451496345
Paperback
July 2, 2019
205 pages

A superbly designed volume that captures the richness of moral formation in early Christianity.
The translated sources are thematically organized, carefully introduced, and representative of the
diverseness of early Christianity. The volume is also prefaced by a masterful orientation to the complex
theme of Christian moral formation. This splendid book will serve a variety of classrooms well.
—PE T E R W. M ARTE N S, St. Louis University

Also Available:
Biblical
Interpretation
in the Early
Church

Church and
Empire

Understandings
of the Church

Michael Graves

Maria E.
Doerfler

Everett
Ferguson

9781451496376

9781451496376

9781451496376
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Wealth and
Poverty in Early
Christianity
Helen Rhee
9781451496376
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HISTORY
CHRISTIAN

The Roots of Reform

Word and Faith

Martin Luther
Edited by Timothy J.
Wengert

Martin Luther
Edited by Kirsi I. Stjerna

Volume 1

$39.00 | 9781451465358

Volume 2

$39.00 | 9781451462708

Church and Sacraments

Pastoral Writings

Martin Luther
Edited by Paul W. Robinson

Martin Luther
Edited by Mary Jane Haemig

$39.00 | 9781451462715

$39.00 | 9781451462722

Christian Life in the
World

The Interpretation of
Scripture

Martin Luther
Edited by Hans J. Hillerbrand

Martin Luther
Edited by Euan K. Cameron

$39.00 | 9781451462739

$39.00 | 9781451462746

Volume 3

Volume 5

				

Volume 4

Volume 6
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The Vocation of Lutheran
Higher Education
Edited by Jason A. Mahn
$24.00 | 9781942304210

Engaging Others, Knowing
Ourselves
A Lutheran Calling in a MultiReligious World

Edited by Carol Schersten LaHurd

Tillich

A Brief Overview of the Life and
Writings of Paul Tillich
Daniel J. Peterson
$18.00 | 9781932688863

$12.00 | 9781942304135

Kierkegaard

Theology of the Heart

Bonhoeffer

Albert Anderson

Bengt R. Hoffman

John W. Matthews

$16.00 | 9781932688535

$29.00 | 9781886513556

$16.00 | 9781932688658

A Brief Overview of the Life and
Writings of Søren Kierkegaard

The Role of Mysticism in the
Theology of Martin Luther
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A Brief Overview of the Life and
Writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer

CHRISTIAN HISTORY

Atlas of Christian
History

Atlas of the European
Reformations

A People’s History of Christianity

Tim Dowley

Tim Dowley

Edited by Denis R. Janz

$24.00 | 9781451499704

$24.00 | 9781451499698

$39.00 | 9781451470536

Introduction to the History of
Christianity in the United States

Modern Christian Thought

Modern Christian Thought

Revised and Expanded Edition

The Enlightenment and the
Nineteenth Century, Second Edition

Nancy Koester

James C. Livingston

$49.00 | 9781451472059

$49.00 | 9780800637958

James C. Livingston, Francis Schüssler
Fiorenza, Sarah Coakley, and James H.
Evans Jr.

Introduction to the History
of Christianity

A Short Introduction to the
History of Christianity

A History of Luther Seminary

Edited by Tim Dowley

Edited by Tim Dowley

Mark Granquist

$59.00 | 9781506445960

▴

$39.00 | 9781506445977

				

One-Volume Student Edition

▴

The Twentieth Century, Second Edition

$49.00 | 9780800637965

1869-2019

$20.00 | 9781506456621
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World Christianity,
Urbanization and Identity
MOSES O. BINEY, KENNE TH NGWA, AND
RAIMUNDO BAR RE TO (editors)

Urban centers and their impact on world
Christianity
World Christianity, Urbanization and Identity argues that urban
centers, particularly the largest cities, do not only offer places for
people to live, shop, and seek entertainment, but deeply shape
people’s ethics, behavior, sense of justice, and how they learn to
become human. Given that religious participation and institutions
are vital to individual and communal life, particularly in urban
centers, this interdisciplinary volume seeks to provide insights into
the interaction between urban change, religious formation, and
practice and to understand how these shape individual and group
identities in a world that is increasingly urban.
World Christianity, Urbanization and Identity is part of the multivolume series World Christianity and Public Religion. The series seeks
to become a platform for intercultural and intergenerational dialogue,
and to facilitate opportunities for interaction between scholars across
the Global South and those in other parts of the world.

$34.00
9781506448473

MOSES O. BINEY is assistant professor of religion and
society at New York Theological Seminary and author of From
Africa to America: Religion and Adaptation among Ghanaian
Immigrants in New York.

Paperback
February 9, 2021
320 pages

KENNE TH NGWA is associate professor of Hebrew Bible at
Drew University.

RAIMUNDO BAR RE TO is assistant professor of world
Christianity at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Also Available:
Migration and Public
Discourse in World
Christianity
Afe Adogame, Raimundo
Barreto, Wanderley Pereira
da Rosa (editors)
$34.00 | 9781506433691
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World Christianity as
Public Religion
Raimundo Barreto, Ronaldo
Cavalcante, Wanderley
Pereira da Rosa (editors)
$29.00 | 9781506433714

WORLD RELIGIONS

Competing for Caesar
Religion and Politics in Post-Colonial Zambia
CHAMMAH J. KAUNDA AND MARJA HINFEL AAR
(editors)

A look at the importance of religion in society
and politics in Zambia
Competing for Caesar brings together, for the first time, key
scholars working on various issues related to religion and public
life in Zambia. They explore the interplay between religion and
politics in Zambian society and how these religions manage and
negotiate their identities in public life. This book analyzes recent
religious dynamics in the nation’s political life, and considers what
constructive role religion could play to promote an alternative
political vision to subvert neo-colonialism.
Competing for Caesar carries forward a unique commitment on
the part of Fortress Press to engage with the challenges and
opportunities of Christianity in the Global South. The book will be of
interest to scholars, professors, and students in a wide range of fields.

CHAMMAH J. KAUNDA is Africa Research Fellow, Senior

Paperback

Research Specialist in Human Development Science of the
Human Sciences Research Council (HDS-HSRC), and honorary
lecturer in the School of Religion, Philosophy, and Classics at the
University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa.

November 3, 2020

MARJA HINFEL AAR is Director of Research and Programs

$29.00
9781506461519

260 pages

at the Southern African Institute for Policy and Research
(SAIPAR). She is a member of the advisory board of the Journal
of Southern African Studies and editor of the Zambia Social Science
Journal and has lived and worked in Zambia since 1997.

This volume provides an excellent perspective on the role of religion, in particular Christianity,
in Zambian politics. The depth and breadth of the contributors’ knowledge of Zambian politics
is impressive. The volume makes a significant contribution to the study of the intersection of
religion and politics in Zambia and is an exceptionally compelling and must-read volume.
—M U N A N D U LO , Trinity College, Oxford University

This is an outstanding book that offers critical interdisciplinary studies on the multidimensional
implications of the marriage of church and state in Zambia following the declaration that
established the country as a Christian nation. These essays are a major contribution to the
literature on religion and politics in Zambia as well as to studies in world Christianity.
—E LI AS KI F O N B ON G M BA , Rice University
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Negotiating Peace
North East Indian Perspectives on Peace, Justice,
and Life in Community
SHIMREINGAM L. SHIMRAY

Peace as a social construct in North East India
In Negotiating Peace, Shimreingam L. Shimray argues that peace
cannot be derived from outside forces but that it must instead
be created from within the local context by the local people
adopting their own cultural and historical system and using their
own intellectual and material resources. The author uses a deeply
contextual reading of his own setting, resulting in a work whose
value rests in revealing how the tribal people of North East India
have used their own resources to work for a culture of peace amid
tension and difficulty.
Negotiating Peace grows from an ongoing commitment on the part
of Fortress Press to bring creative theological reflection from the
Global South to the conversations taking place around the world.
It will be of interest not only to scholars of Christianity in North
East India but to scholars, students, and those interested in peace
studies.
$29.00
9781506464480
Paperback
September 29, 2020
260 pages

SHIMREINGAM L. SHIMRAY teaches Christian social
ethics and social analysis and is vice principal at the Eastern
Theological College, Jorhat, Assam, India. He is a member of
Tangkhul tribe of Manipur and is the editor or author of numerous
works, among them Tribal Theology: A Reader (2003) and Public
Theology: Religion, Human Rights, and Politics (2016).

Professor Shimray makes a critical and incisive analysis of the issues from the ethical and human rights
perspectives, and he brings to the fore the significance of just-peace in our broken and ravaged society.
—YAN G KAH AO VASH U M , Eastern Theological College, Jorhat, Assam, India

This book is a critical and scholarly work which will serve as an important asset to the study of peace
and human rights in the global world—and particularly in the North East Indian tribal context.
—RE V. D R . WOBA JA M ES, Senapati, Manipur, India
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Understanding World Christianity
Russia
ALEXANDER S. AGADJANIAN AND SCOT T M. KENWORTHY

An overview of the history and culture of Christianity in
Russia
In a world where Christianity is growing everywhere but the West, the
Understanding World Christianity series offers a fresh, readable orientation to
Christianity around the world. Understanding World Christianity: Russia offers
a compelling glimpse into the vibrant and complex picture of Christianity in the
Russian context. It is ideal for students, mission leaders, and any others who wish
to understand Christianity in the Russian context.

$29.00

ALEXANDER AGADJANIAN is a professor of religious studies at the
Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow, and Arizona State
University.

9781451472509

SCOT T KENWORTHY is an associate professor in the Department of

Paperback

Comparative Religion at Miami University.

January 19, 2021
160 pages

Written by two of the world’s leading scholars of Russian Orthodoxy, this splendid volume fills a huge
gap in the literature of World Christianity. Kenworthy and Agadjanian’s skillful overview balances
theological traditions and historical developments with nuanced treatment of contemporary issues.
Accessible to broad audiences, and also useful for specialists, it introduces the rich devotional and
institutional life of Russia’s majority Christian tradition. I recommend it very highly.
—DA N A L . ROB E RT, Truman Collins Professor of World Christianity and History of Mission, Boston University

Also Available:
Understanding
World Christianity:
China
9781506416601

				

Understanding
World Christianity:
Mexico
9781451472967

Understanding
World Christianity:
East Africa
9781451472998

Understanding
World Christianity:
India
9781451476668
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Faith-Based Health Justice
Transforming Agendas of Faith Communities
VILLE PÄIVÄNSALO, AYESHA AHMAD, GEORGE
ZACHARIAH, AND MARI STENLUND (editors)

Health policy, as seen from Christian and Muslim
viewpoints
In Faith-Based Health Justice, a stellar assembly of scholars
mines critical insights into the promotion of health justice across
Christian and Islamic faith traditions and beyond. Contributors
to the volume consider what health justice might mean
today, if developed in accordance with faith traditions whose
commandment to care for the poor, ill, and marginalized lies at the
core of their theology. And what kind of transformation of both
faith traditions and public policies would be needed in the face of
the health justice challenges in our turbulent time?
Contributors to the volume come from a wide range of
backgrounds, and the result will be of interest to scholars and
students in social ethics, development studies, global theology,
interreligious studies, and global health as well as experts,
practitioners, and policy-makers in health and development work.
$34.00
9781506465425

VILLE PÄIVÄNSALO is adjunct professor (docent) in

Paperback

theological and social ethics, at the University of Helsinki, and
previously served at the same university as acting university lecturer
in systematic theology and as assistant professor in global theology,
worldviews, and ideologies.

February 16, 2021
360 pages

AYESHA AHMAD is a lecturer in global health at St. Georges
University of London, and honorary lecturer in global health,
University College London. She specializes in religion and culture
in mental health and gender-based violence during conflict,
disasters, and humanitarian crises.

GEORGE ZACHARIAH is on the faculty of theological

An important contribution to the
field of global health and religion
research.
—K A JSA AH LST R AN D ,
Uppsala University

studies at Trinity Methodist Theological College, Auckland,
New Zealand. He has previously served as professor of theology
and ethics at United Theological College, Bangalore, India, and
Gurukul Lutheran Theological College and Research Institute,
Chennai, India.

MARI STENLUND is a Finnish social ethicist and doctor of
theology whose special research interests deal with religion, mental
health, and human rights.
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The Spirit Shaped Church
A Spirit Ecclesiology in India
SWARUP BÅR

An account of the relational church in India
In The Spirit Shaped Church, Swarup Bår argues that the church is
defined by its relationship with others. A relational church depends
on the porousness of its borders, which means that, while a church
has its distinctiveness, it ought to be open to negotiate relational
engagements with the world around it. This sort of relationally
distinct, permeable church is found to be possible through the
leading of the Spirit and the work of Christ. Such engagement is
found to be relevant in a pluralistic religio-cultural context and in
situations of marginalization in India.
The Spirit Shaped Church reflects an ongoing commitment on
the part of Fortress Press to engage the needs of Christian
communities around the world. The book is aimed at teachers,
clergy, students, and anyone with an interest in the lived
experience of Christians in India.

SWARUP BÅR is associate professor in the Department of
Theology at Bishop’s College, Kolkata. He is also Presbyter-inCharge of St. Andrew's Church, Diocese of Calcutta, Church of
North India.

$26.00
9781506466897
Paperback
February 23, 2021
320 pages

Drawing Indian and Western theologians into conversation, Swarup Bår develops a ‘permeable’ account
of the church that is christologically centered, yet open to the work of the Spirit beyond its boundaries.
While he writes explicitly within a postcolonial Indian context, Bår’s insights remain salutary for
ecclesiological studies elsewhere. This is a valuable addition to recent literature on church and society.
—DAVI D F E RG USS ON , University of Edinburgh
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Doing Theology with Humility,
Generosity, and Wonder
A Christian Theology of Pluralism
DAMAYANTHI NILES

Thinking theologically in a multi-religious world
This book looks at how Christians can think about their own
theology in a manner that will allow them not only to be more
open to interfaith dialogue but also to see that conversation as
essential to what it means to be a Christian. For much of history,
Christian theology has been used to undergird and justify imperial
power. This has required a theological construction that advances
a vision of belief that stands above and against the world and other
faiths, or at the very least acts as the one vision under which all the
others must unite. Empire and the colonizing enterprise do not lend
themselves well to plural ways of understanding Christian faith, let
alone a plurality of religious faiths. To take plurality seriously, we
need a Christian theology that sees itself as a participant in that
plurality.

$16.99
9781506433592
Paperback
August 4, 2020
150 pages

DAMAYANTHI NILES is professor of constructive theology
at Eden Theological Seminary in St. Louis, Missouri, and a
teaching elder with the Presbyterian Church USA. Her research
and teaching focus on interfaith and comparative theology,
constructive theology, theology and power, contextual theology
with a focus on Asian theology, and missiology.

This book splendidly postulates the intersection of pluralism and liberation with highly convincing
and theologically worked out arguments suffused with the author’s own rich experiences. Eminently
readable, flowing, and full of insights, the volume not only serves scholars in the field but is accessible
as well to students of theology and readers in other areas and disciplines.
—F E LI X W I L F R E D , emeritus professor, University of Madras; founder-director,
Asian Centre for Cross Cultural Studies

Damayanthi Niles takes an innovative new approach to the discussions of the all-too-familiar doctrines
of the Christian faith—God, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, and the church—to interpret their significance
and relevance to religious pluralism and interfaith relations. The result is a short and very readable
volume that opens up new avenues of exploring the faith, and a welcome addition to the growing field of
rethinking Christian theology for religious plurality.
—S . W ESLE Y ARI AR AJAH , professor emeritus, Drew University School of Theology
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Culture, Religion, and 		
Home-Making in and 		
beyond South Asia
JAMES PONNIAH

Reimagining home in an age of displacement
Culture, Religion, and Home-Making in and beyond South Asia
explores how the idea of the home is repurposed or re-envisioned
in relation to experiences of modernity, urbanization, conflict,
migration, and displacement. It considers how these processes
are reflected in rituals, beliefs, and social practices. It explores
the processes by which “home” may be constructed and how
relocations often result in either the replication or rejection of
traditional homes and identities. Ponniah examines the various
contestations surrounding the categories of “home” and “religion,”
including interfaith families, urban spaces, and sacred places.

JAMES PONNIAH is an assistant professor in the department

$34.00
9781506439921
Paperback
September 1, 2020

of Christian studies at the University of Madras. He is the author
of The Dynamics of Folk Religion in Society: Pericentralisation as
Deconstruction of Sanskritisation (2011) and editor of Committed
to the Church and the Country (2013) and Identity, Difference, and
Conflict: Postcolonial Critique (2013). His areas of research include
popular Catholicism and Dalit Christianity.

200 pages

Rarely have I read a collection of essays with such broad coverage and cohesion as this one. I applaud
James Ponniah and his colleagues for putting together an exciting volume that explores a variety of
multiperspectival, comparative approaches to the construction and domestication of ‘space.’ A book so
rich in theory and methodology, illuminated by case studies, will appeal to a broad readership far beyond
South Asia, just as the title claims.
—RI C HA R D F OX YO U N G , Timby Associate Professor of History of Religions, Princeton Theological Seminary

Home can be found in the heart, in the body, on the map, down the road, and as an elusive dream. This
book explores concepts of home across three genders, multiple religions, and many specific places, from
Sri Lanka to China and Japan, from Mumbai to Arunachala. A conceptual and expansive tour de force,
this book examines the aftermath of colonialism and war, and strategies for negotiating domesticity in
light of food, interfaith marriage, and religious identity.
—CHR I STOPH ER K E Y CH APPLE , Doshi Professor of Indic and Comparative Theology, Loyola Marymount University
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St. Thomas and India
Recent Research
K. S. MATHEW, JOSEPH CHACKO
CHENNAT TUSER RY, CMI, and ANTONY
BUNGALOWPARAMBIL, CMI
In St. Thomas and India, renowned scholars trace the historical,
religious, and cultural connections that link India’s Syrian Christian
community with St. Thomas the Apostle. They use modern
historiographic methods, seeking to corroborate the ancient tradition
that tells of St. Thomas’s missionary journey to India in the middle of
the first century. He is believed to have established seven churches in
some of the major commercial centers of Malabar, from which faith
communities Christianity spread throughout the region. St. Thomas in
India also examines the legacy of ancient Christianity for the Syrian
community in India today, as well as exploring the various cultural
and religious connections between the Syrian church in India and
other ancient churches in the East.
$34.00 | 9781506461366 | Paperback | September 1, 2020

Public Theology
Indian Concerns, Perspectives, and Themes
GNANA PATRICK
This work situates public theology within the genre of political
theology. Drawing upon the distinct strands of political theology
identified by Daniel M. Bell Jr., Gnana Patrick treats public theology
as the form of political theology for our contemporary era. Taking
special care to relate these strands of political theology to the Indian
context, the author opens up the theological horizon for Indian public
theology. Further, Public Theology dwells upon certain prominent
features of our contemporary global world and discerns the human
need for experiencing transcendence today. Viewing faith as the
catalyst for this experience of transcendence, it points to civil
society as the interstice through which faith can be imparted to the
contemporary world and argues for the relevance of public theology
for that work.
$34.00 | 9781506449173 | Paperback | April 7, 2020
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Managing with Integrity
An Ethical Investigation into the Relationship
between Personal and Corporate Integrity
AUGUSTINE CHENNAT TU
Managing with Integrity challenges readers to explore different
perspectives on and conceptions of corporate ethics. It is situated
within the broader context of the emerging interests of the people of
India to eradicate unethical corporate conduct. The massive protest
against unethical corporate conduct and public opinion puts leaders,
top managers, and employees under strong social and political
pressure. This book aims to articulate arguments for the necessity of
incorporating personal integrity formation along with codes of ethical
conduct to reduce unethical corporate activity more steadily and
effectively. This book is an ethical guide for managers, employees,
politicians, clergy, candidates for priesthood, and business students,
equipping them to eradicate unethical corporate conduct from all
spheres of life.
$34.00 | 9781506450421 | Paperback | April 6, 2020

Between the Sea and the Sky
Lived Religion on the Seashore
P. T. MATHEW, SJ
Between the Sea and the Sky is an inquiry into the religious world of
a traditional fishing community on the southwest coast of India. It
explores the vital role religious and spiritual beliefs play in sustaining
people in such a precarious, even deadly occupation. Despite periodic
natural calamities and the extreme challenges that accompany their
everyday lives, a remarkable spirit of resilience is evident in this
coastal community. Using the concept of “lived religion,” Mathew
explores the theological, religious, and spiritual contours of this
remarkable community, and draws from them broader insights into
the nature of belief.
$34.00 | 9781506451992 | Paperback | May 5, 2020
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Atlas of World Religions

Ecumenical Adventure

Tim Dowley

Charles C. West

$24.00 | 9781451499681

$34.00 | 9781506449340

Introducing the Qur'an

The Fear of Islam, 2nd
ed.

For Today's Reader
John Kaltner

$25.00 | 9780800696665

An Introduction to
Islamophobia in the West,
2nd ed.
Nancy Koester

$26.00 | 9781506450445

Essays in Hindu
Theology
Anantanand Rambachan
$34.00 | 9781506453125

With Courage and
Compassion

Women and the Ecumenical
Movement
Aruna Gnanadason
$29.00 | 9781506430249
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Tao te Ching
Power for the Peaceful
Translated by MARC MULLINAX

Marc Mullinax’s new translation combines a deep
understanding of the Tao te Ching’s context with
a two-part application to contemporary life
Each of the eighty-one verses is joined by an array of quotes,
poems, and stories. With quotes ranging from Emerson to Pink
Floyd, the Tao's meaning comes alive in conversation with others.

Tao Te Ching

Power for the Peaceful
A new translation
by Marc Mullinax

A brief reflection highlights the transformative power of Wu-Wei—
“non-interfering action, perfectly timed,” to bring joy and justice to
the world.
$16.99 | 9781506469867 | Paperback | April 6, 2021 | 340 pages

MARC S. MULLINAX is professor of religion and philosophy
at Mars Hill University. He is also a summer school professor at
Ewha Woman’s University in Seoul, South Korea. An active and
committed teacher, his desire is to help readers think deeply about
the transformative power of the Tao te Ching for personal and
communal life.
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Introduction to
World Religions

Introduction to World Religions
Third Edition
CHRISTOPHER PARTRIDGE and TIM DOWLEY
(editors)
This leading textbook for world religions is designed to help
students in their study and research of the world’s religious
traditions. Introductory sections on understanding religion and
the religions of antiquity lay the foundation for the study of the
numerous religious traditions highlighted in the volume, including
indigenous religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam, Sikhism, and Chinese, Korean, and Japanese
religions. The user-friendly content is enhanced by charts, historic
timelines, updated maps of the world’s religions, and a useful
glossary. Both historical overviews and modern perspectives for
each religion are included. This third edition has several updates,
including a new design, a new section on women and religion, and a
newly revised section on religions in today’s world.
$69.00 | 9781506445946 | Paperback | April 1, 2018 | 540 pages ▴

▴

Denotes short discount
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WORLD RELIGIONS
WORLD RELIGIONS

Introduction to
World Religions Series
These accessible and comprehensive textbooks are excerpted from Introduction to World Religions, Third Edition and offer
instructors and students an introductory-level treatment of religious traditions around the world, allowing for greater flexibility
in course focus and design. Each volume begins with a chapter introducing students to the academic study of religion and
includes the excerpted content from the main textbook.

A Brief Introduction to Christianity

A Brief Introduction to Islam

$19.00 | 9781506450322 | 140 pages ▴

$19.00 | 9781506450360 | 124 pages ▴

A Brief Introduction to Judaism

A Brief Introduction to Buddhism

$19.00 | 9781506450407 | 140 pages

▴

$19.00 | 9781506450308 | 108 pages ▴

A Brief Introduction to Hinduism
$19.00 | 9781506450346 | 104 pages

A Brief Introduction to Jainism and Sikhism
▴

$19.00 | 9781506450384 | 132 pages ▴

A Short Introduction to World
Religions
Third Edition
CHRISTOPHER PARTRIDGE and TIM DOWLEY
(editors)
This leading textbook for world religions is now available in a more
concise version. Many of the features of Introduction to World Religions,
Third Edition are retained in this format.
$49.00 | 9781506445953 | Paperback | April 1, 2018 | 376 pages ▴
▴

				

Denotes short discount
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Biblical Studies Textbooks
TITLE

AUTHOR

PRICE

PAGE
COUNT

READING
LEVEL

AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY

Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,
Third Edition ▴

John J. Collins

$69

622

Accessible

Y

A Short Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,
Third Edition ▴

John J. Collins

$49

376

Accessible

Y

The Bible: An Introduction, Third Edition ▴

Jerry L. Sumney

$59

450

Accessible

Y

Introducing the Bible, Second Edition

John Drane

$39

736

Accessible

N

Introducing the Old Testament, Third Edition

John Drane

$29

386

Accessible

N

Anatomy of the New Testament,
Eighth Edition ▴

Robert A. Spivey,
D. Moody Smith,
and C. Clifton
Black

$54

405

Intermediate

Y

The Hebrew Bible: A Comparative Approach

Christopher D.
Stanley

$42

560

Accessible

Y

Telling Tales about Jesus: An Introduction to
the New Testament Gospels

Warren Carter

$39

304

Intermediate

Y

The Historical Writings: Introducing Israel’s
Historical Literature

Mark A. Leuchter
and David T. Lamb

$49

672

Intermediate

Y

The Pentateuch: Introducing the Torah

Thomas B.
Dozeman

$49

764

Intermediate

Y

▴

Denotes short discount.
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WORLD RELIGIONS

LAYOUT

PEDAGOGICAL
FEATURES

BIBLE
CONTENT
COVERED

ADDITIONAL
ANCILLARIES

SUMMARY

OT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, research guide, premade
tests, answer keys

Presents current state of
historical, archaeological, and
literary understandings of the Old
Testament and the Apocrypha

OT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, research guide, premade
tests, answer keys

Collins’s classic textbook made
concise and accessible with
more student-friendly features

OT, NT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, supplementary guides to
deuterocanonical books, premade
tests, answer keys

Perfect for first-time students,
explores the Bible’s contents and
the history of its writings

Text boxes, chapter previews,
timelines, maps, photographs,
glossary

OT, NT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, research guide, premade
tests

Engaging general introduction
to persons, events, and cultural
contents. Arranged historically.

4-color

Text boxes, chapter previews,
timelines, maps, photographs,
glossary

OT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, research guide, premade
tests

Engaging general introduction
to persons, events, and cultural
contents. Arranged historically.

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
glossary, “Behind” and
“Within” and “Beyond” the
New Testament explainers

NT

Premade test and answer key

Systematic, critical, and
reliable introduction to the New
Testament

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
glossary

OT

Sample syllabi, student study
guide, assignment ideas, teaching
tips, premade tests

Comparative-religion approach
to the Hebrew Bible in an
accessible introduction

b&w

Photographs, sidebars,
glossary

NT

Interview with author

Examines each Gospel’s distinct
voice, its context, and the tale it
tells about Jesus

b&w

Charts, maps, photographs,
sidebars, glossary

OT

Sample syllabus

A thorough introduction to
the historical writings and
contemporary scholarly debate

b&w

Charts, maps, photographs,
sidebars, glossary

OT

How to Use This Book in a
Classroom Setting guide

A thorough introduction to the
Pentateuch and key interpretive
questions and methods shaping
contemporary scholarship

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
recommended further
reading, glossary, index

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
recommended further
reading, glossary, index

4-color

Text boxes, chapter previews,
chapter summaries,
timelines, maps, photographs,
glossary

4-color

Looking for help selecting the right titles for your course?
Contact our Textbook Adoption Specialist | textbook@fortresspress.com
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World Religions and Christian History Textbooks
PRICE

PAGE
COUNT

READING
LEVEL

AVAILABLE
DIGITALLY

Christopher
Partridge and Tim
Dowley, editors

$69

603

Accessible

Y

Christopher
Partridge and Tim
Dowley, editors

$49

394

Accessible

Y

Arvind Sharam,
editor

$39

392

Intermediate

N

Introduction to the History of Christianity,
Third Edition ▴

Tim Dowley, editor

$59

620

Accessible

Y

A Short Introduction to the History
of Christianity ▴

Tim Dowley, editor

$39

432

Accessible

Y

A People’s History of Christianity:
One-Volume Student Edition

Denis R. Janz,
editor

$39

350

Accessible

Y

Introduction to the History of Christianity
in the United States: Revised and Expanded
Edition

Nancy Koester

$49

292

Accessible

Y

TITLE

AUTHOR

World Religions
Introduction to World Religions,
Third Edition ▴

A Short Introduction to World Religions

▴

The World’s Religions: A Contemporary
Reader

Christian History

▴

Denotes short discount.
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LAYOUT

PEDAGOGICAL
FEATURES

ADDITIONAL
ANCILLARIES

SUMMARY

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
primary source readings,
personal accounts of modern
practitioners, glossary

Video, sample syllabi, classroom
handouts, instructor’s guide,
premade tests

Balanced approach, broad coverage of diverse
religions, a human approach with personal
accounts from practitioners

4-color

Charts, maps, photographs,
primary source readings,
personal accounts of modern
practitioners, glossary

Video, sample syllabi, classroom
handouts, instructor’s guide,
premade tests

Balanced approach, broad coverage of diverse
religions, a human approach with personal
accounts from practitioners

Glossary

N/A

Organized by topic, includes essays from
diverse religious perspectives on pluralism,
human rights, war, peace, globalization, and
science

4-color

Charts, maps, images, text
boxes, chapter summaries,
glossary

Sample syllabi, student key
figures guide, instructor’s guide,
premade tests

Tells the often-surprising story of Christians
in their two-thousand-year journey. Readable,
student-friendly layout

4-color

Charts, maps, images, text
boxes, chapter summaries,
glossary

Sample syllabi, student key
figures guide, instructor’s guide,
premade tests

Tells the often-surprising story of Christians
in their two-thousand-year journey. Readable,
student-friendly layout

b&w

Charts, maps, images, text
boxes, index

Additional volumes available

Focuses on the Christian life of “ordinary
people.” Covers topics like birth and death,
baptism rites, food, power, heresy, and more

Charts, maps, images, primary
source readings, glossary

Sample syllabi, author interview

Comprehensive and highly accessible, covering
Christian developments in America from
colonial times to the present

b&w

4-color
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Complimentary examination copies are available exclusively to educators and professionals who are considering adopting a
text for course use with an enrollment of twenty or more students. Select titles are available in print format as gratis exam
copies. Shipping is complimentary.
To request a copy, visit the book’s landing page on fortresspress.com, then click on “Interested in a gratis copy?”
Then choose “Review,” “Exam,” or “Desk” and click print or digital when given the option.
Most titles published since 2012 are available in digital format as gratis exam copies. You may request and, upon approval,
download a complimentary copy from Edelweiss, a trusted eBook partner. Download your requested title(s) directly from
Edelweiss at edelweiss.abovethetreeline.com. Edelweiss limits examinations to a sixty-day period.
Not all titles are available for exam and desk copy request. All requests are fulfilled at the discretion of the Textbook
Adoption Specialist and are subject to approval.
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Lexington Books/Fortress Academic
Lexington Books/Fortress Academic is a joint imprint of Lexington Books and Fortress Press. Under this partnership,
Fortress Press has moved its scholarly monograph program to this new imprint, which is administered by the publishers,
editors, and marketers at Lexington Books. Lexington Books/Fortress Academic publishes single-author monographs
(including revised dissertations) and edited collections from both emerging and established scholars in the subject areas of
biblical studies, Christian history, theology, and ethics. To explore these titles, visit rowman.com/Page/Fortress.

Orders and Distribution
To order, call (844) 993-3812, email info@fortresspress.com, or use our digital webstore on fortresspress.com.
For information on our library standing order program and discounts, visit fortresspress.com/info/about/standing-order.
For a complete list of our international distribution partners, visit fortresspress.com/info/where-to-buy/international.
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